
 

 

This is a picture of one of the bigger plants in the African American cemetery that we went to. I 

feel kind of sad because it reminds me of my great grandmother. I remember that sad day when 

everyone in my family cried. I remember that I cried too when my great grandmother died. I will 

never forget that day. My grandmother wanted to kill herself because my great grandmother 

died. But at the same time, I remember happy moments, like for example when I went to 

Incredible Pizza and when we went on field trips at school. The picture reminds me of a lot of 

things. It reminds me about the time when Texas was a part of Mexico. The plant in the picture 

looks like plants in the desert. 
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What you see in this picture is a Corn snake, and its name is Maizy. When I touched it, I felt like 

it was going to bite me. But the lady told me that the snake didn’t bite, and that it wasn’t 

venomous. When we touched it, it felt so smooth. This animal reminds me that some wild 

animals could be nice, and others could be dangerous. This snake has really nice patterns with 

orange and white colors. 
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This picture shows me that there are several kinds of kingdoms, and the pink flowers are the 

most powerful. This means that they are the most beautiful. The flowers will never fail if you 

keep pouring water. If you stop doing that, you are going to cause the flowers to die. If you pour 

too much water, they will drown, and they will turn ugly. They will not be a kingdom anymore. 
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This picture for me represents the nature of wild life. The water makes me feel like it’s here to 

save the animals. The leaves that are in front show me that there is a future for human beings. 

We may live in nature with those animals. Imagine us swimming in that little bayou. But it will 

be better if we all work together to clean the water. The water will be so clean, and it will be 

wonderful swimming in the clean water with the animals. I love nature, living there with the 

animals. 
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